iPhone art photography terms and conditions
1. This competition is open to everyone.
2. All information detailing how to enter this competition forms part of these terms and conditions. It is a
condition of entry that all rules are accepted as final and that the competitor agrees to abide by these
rules. The result of the poll is final and no correspondence will be entered into. Submission of an entry
will be taken to mean acceptance of these terms and conditions.
3. All images submitted must be the work of the individual submitting them. Only images taken or made
with an iPhone camera are accepted. It is the responsibility of each entrant to ensure that any images
they submit do not infringe the copyright of any third party or any laws. Entrants must warrant that the
photograph they are submitting is their own work and that they own the copyright for it.
4. Copyright and all other rights remain that of the photographer. Any photograph used by iPone art photography shall carry the photographers credit line. However, in consideration of their providing the competition, each entrant grants a worldwide, irrevocable, perp etual licence to iPone art photography (by llot)
to feature any or all of the submitted images in any of their publications, exhibits, their websites and/or in
any promotional material connected to this competition.
5. No responsibility can be accepted for lost entries and proof of transmission will not be accepted as
proof of receipt.
6. The winning entry will be the one that collects more votes (like or favorite) in a week and/or over the
whole period of the competition. The winner will be notified by email shortly after the weekly or final
contest closing date. We reserve the right to extend the deadline. The winner will provide us with the best
resolution version of the winning picture.
7. The winning photographs will be published in iPone art photography pocket book which will be internationally available for sale.
8. The only personal information that we collect is your email address, photo credit and website. We do
not sell, rent or share personal information with any third parties for any reason. We may use personal
information to assist in support to the service, and to respond to user requests and inquiries.

http://www.facebook.com/iphoneartphotography
http://www.flickr.com/groups/iphoneartphotography
http://www.llot.net/blog/2010/04/09/iphone-art-photography/

